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base closure property closed under the
DBCRA to the Secretaries of the Military
Departments. Under this delegation of
authority, the Secretary of the Navy
must follow FPMR procedures for
screening and disposing of real property
when implementing base closures. Only
where Congress has expressly provided
additional authority for disposing of
base closure property, e.g., the economic
development conveyance authority
established in 1993 by Section
2905(b)(4) of the DBCRA, may Navy
apply disposal procedures other than
those in the FPMR.

In Section 2901 of the National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 1994, Public Law 103–160,
Congress recognized the economic
hardship occasioned by base closures,
the Federal interest in facilitating
economic recovery of base closure
communities, and the need to identify
and implement reuse and
redevelopment of property at closing
installations. In Section 2903(c) of
Public Law 103–160, Congress directed
the Military Departments to consider
each base closure community’s
economic needs and priorities in the
property disposal process. Under
Section 2905(b)(2)(E) of the DBCRA,
Navy must consult with local
communities before it disposes of base
closure property and must consider
local plans developed for reuse and
redevelopment of the surplus Federal
property.

The Department of Defense’s goal, as
set forth in Section 174.4 of the DoD
Rule, is to help base closure
communities achieve rapid economic
recovery through expeditious reuse and
redevelopment of the assets at closing
bases, taking into consideration local
market conditions and locally
developed reuse plans. Thus, the
Department has adopted a consultative
approach with each community to
ensure that property disposal decisions
consider the LRA’s reuse plan and
encourage job creation. As a part of this
cooperative approach, the base closure
community’s interests, as reflected in its
zoning for the area, play a significant
role in determining the range of
alternatives considered in the
environmental analysis for property
disposal. Furthermore, Section 175.7(d)
(3) of the DoD Rule provides that the
LRA’s plan generally will be used as the
basis for the proposed disposal action.

The Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949, 40
U.S.C. 484 (1994), as implemented by
the FPMR, identifies several
mechanisms for disposing of surplus
base closure property: by public benefit
conveyance (FPMR Sec. 101–47.303–2);

by negotiated sale (FPMR Sec. 101–
47.304–9); and by competitive sale
(FPMR 101–47.304–7). Additionally, in
Section 2905(b)(4), the DBCRA
established economic development
conveyances as a means of disposing of
surplus base closure property. The
selection of any particular method of
conveyance merely implements the
Federal agency’s decision to dispose of
the property. Decisions concerning
whether to undertake a public benefit
conveyance or an economic
development conveyance, or to sell
property by negotiation or by
competitive bid, are left to the Federal
agency’s discretion. Selecting a method
of disposal implicates a broad range of
factors and rests solely within the
Secretary of the Navy’s discretion.

Conclusion: The LRA’s proposed
reuse of NAS Cecil Field, reflected in
the Reuse Plan, is consistent with the
requirements of the FPMR and Section
174.4 of the DoD Rule. The LRA has
determined in its Reuse Plan that the
property should be used for several
purposes, including aviation, industrial,
commercial, forestry, conservation,
parks and recreation. The property’s
location, physical characteristics, and
existing infrastructure as well as the
current uses of adjacent property make
it appropriate for the proposed uses.

The Preferred Alternative responds to
local economic conditions, promotes
rapid economic recovery from the
impact of the Air Station’s closure, and
is consistent with President Clinton’s
Five-Part Plan for Revitalizing Base
Closure Communities, which
emphasizes local economic
redevelopment and creation of new jobs
as the means to revitalize these
communities. 32 CFR Parts 174 and 175,
59 FR 16123 (1994).

Although the ‘‘No Action’’ Alternative
has less potential for causing adverse
environmental impacts, this Alternative
would not take advantage of the
property’s location, physical
characteristics, and infrastructure or the
current uses of adjacent property.
Additionally, it would not foster local
economic redevelopment of the Cecil
Field property.

The acquiring entities, under the
direction of Federal, State, and local
agencies with regulatory authority over
protected resources, will be responsible
for adopting practicable means to avoid
or minimize environmental harm that
may result from implementing the
Reuse Plan.

Accordingly, Navy will dispose of
Naval Air Station Cecil Field in a
manner that is consistent with the City
of Jacksonville’s Reuse Plan for the
property.

Dated: May 19, 1999.
William J. Cassidy, Jr.,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Conversion and Redevelopment).
[FR Doc. 99–14005 Filed 6–2–99; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: The CNO Executive Panel is
meeting to conduct the final briefing of
the Homeland Defense Task Force to the
Chief of Naval Operations. This meeting
will consist of discussions relating to
proposed Navy involvement in
Homeland Defense.
DATES: The meeting will be held on June
23, 1999 from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
ADDRESSES: The meeting will be held at
the office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, 2000 Navy Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20350–2000.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING
THIS MEETING CONTACT: Commander
Christopher Agan, CNO Executive
Panel, 4401 Ford Avenue, Suite 601,
Alexandria, Virginia 22302–0268,
telephone number (703) 681–6205.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant
to the provisions of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.
2), these matters constitute classified
information that is specifically
authorized by Executive Order to be
kept secret in the interest of national
defense and are, in fact, properly
classified pursuant to such Executive
Order. Accordingly, the Secretary of the
Navy has determined in writing that the
public interest requires that all sessions
of the meeting be closed to the public
because they will be concerned with
matters listed in section 552b(c)(1) of
title 5, United States Code.

Dated: May 18, 1999.
Ralph W. Corey,
Commander, Judge Advocate General’s Corps,
U.S. Navy, Federal Register Liaison Officer.
[FR Doc. 99–13990 Filed 6–2–99; 8:45 am]
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